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What will we be speaking about?
• General overview of the cryptocurrency market 
• Who can prefer crypto-currencies more? 
• Recent dynamics 
• Centralized vs decentralized exchanges 
• Introduction of futures 
• Post-introduction-of-bitcoin-futures period 

– Hedging against economic uncertainty  
– Hedging against inflation  
– Portfolio optimization 

• Cryptocurrency market and black-swan events (COVID, war) 
– Persistence cryptocurrency vs traditional markets 
– Bubbling during COVID19 
– Herding in COVID 
– Sport (football) vs crypto 
– Stablecoins 

• Trust and adoption 
• Future trends



It’s all about perception: crypto optimists vs crypto 
pessimists
• Crypto optimists argue that cryptocurrency is the most 

effective means to transfer assets across long distances without 
the need for a third party.  

• Crypto pessimists  argue that cryptocurrencies possess no real 
value, can be used as a means in illegal activities and have 
significant negative effect on environment (PoW) .  

• But, despite the issues, > 10 000 different cryptocurrencies and 
tokens that are traded.
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Who do prefer crypto-currencies more?

• Cryptocurrency is mostly popular with young adults (Pew Research). 
Cryptocurrencies are used by 
– 31% of people ages 18 to 29,  
– 21% of people ages 30 to 49,  
– 8% of people ages 50 to 64 and  
– 3% of people age 65 or over. 

• Income status does not appear to have an effect on cryptocurrency use/
adoption. 

• Gender matters: 22% of men vs 10% of women. 
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Overall picture

Overall, cryptocurrencies (top 100) look better in terms of α then in terms 
of based on Capital Asset Pricing Model CAPM: 

– 𝐸[𝑅i] = 𝑅𝐹𝑅 + 𝛽(𝐸[𝑅m] − 𝑅𝐹𝑅) 

– 𝛽 = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑅i, 𝑅m)/𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑅m)) - expected returns on assets with respect to the 
market portfolio 

– ⍺ =E[R]-(RFR+b(𝐸[𝑅m] − 𝑅𝐹𝑅)) - it is the part of the return that the CAPM does 
not explain - Alpha measures abnormal return 

• Long-term holding in Bitcoin increased by approximately 16% over 
2021, while short-term holding supply declined by around 32%.  
– This “macro consolidation” has increased optimism in the Bitcoin.

𝜷,  
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Recent dynamics
• We find that while bullish UK, Euro and Japanese Bitcoin markets facilitate hedging against inflation by offering higher returns, the USD Bitcoin market performs worse 

with inflation. (Matkovskyy, R., Jalan, A. 2020. Can Bitcoin be an inflation hedge? Evidence from a quantile-on-quantile model. Economic Review, 7, 1024-1041) 
– In general, our results indicate an asymmetric relationship between inflation, both realized and unexpected, and alternative investments such as the Bitcoin market We analyze 

the ability of the top 10 cryptocurrencies in enhancing portfolio returns of the 10 worst-performing stocks in the S&P600, S&P400 and S&P100 indexes, to match those 
of the 10 best-performing stocks therein.  

– We apply a probabilistic utility approach with different random walk Metropolis algorithms and time horizons (from 5 to 250 days).  
– We find that addition of cryptocurrencies to traditional stock portfolios adds value in terms of enhancing returns (Matkovskyy, R., Jalan, A., Dowling, M., Bouraoui, T. 2020. From 

bottom ten to top ten: the role of cryptocurrencies in enhancing portfolio return of poorly performing stocks. Finance Research letters, 101405) 
• Shocks in economic policy reduces volatility in USD, euro, GBP and JPY bitcoin markets but increase in NASDAQ,S&P500, Euronext100, FTSE100 (Matkovskyy, R., Jalan, A. 

and Dowling, M. 2021. Effects of economic policy uncertainty shocks on the interdependence between cryptocurrency and financial markets. Quarterly Review of Economics 
and Finance 77) 

• Nevertheless, during COVID19 we find strong potential for mean reversion in equity markets even at high levels of shocks while cryptocurrencies turn out to be the riskiest 
in the long-term, with a more than 50% decline in value coupled with high degrees of persistence (Yarovaya, L., Matkovskyy, R., and Jalan, A. 2022. The COVID-19 black 
swan crisis: Reaction and recovery of various financial markets. Research in International Business and Finance 59, 101521) 
– Our results put to question the safe-haven characteristics of the newly popular Bitcoin 

• We also find that during the COVID-19 pandemic, gold-backed cryptocurrencies were susceptible to volatility transmitted from gold markets.  
– Our results indicate that for the selected gold-backed cryptocurrencies, their volatility, and as a consequence, risks associated with volatility, remained comparable to the Bitcoin 

(Jalan, A., Matkovskyy, R., and Yarovaya, L. 2021.  Shiny crypto assets: A systemic look at gold-backed cryptocurrencies during the COVID-19 pandemic. International Review of 
Financial Analysis 78, 101958 ) 

• While there are several strong theoretical reasons to observe the “black swan” effect on cryptocurrency herding, our results suggest a low propensity to herd and that 
COVID-19 does not amplify herding in cryptocurrency markets.  (Yarovaya, L., Matkovskyy, R., Jalan, A. (2021). “The effects of a “black swan” event (COVID-19) on herding 
behavior in cryptocurrency markets”. Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions and Money, 75, 101321) 
– These findings contradict the popular belief that herding is stronger during times of heightened uncertainty and highlight the dominance of informed and probably institutional 

investors in the crypto market.  
• We analyze the efficacy of cryptocurrencies as diversifiers in mitigating the dampening effects of COVID-19 on football clubs’ equities performance.  

– Results indicate that cryptos remain ineffective as diversifiers in uncertain times such as the COVID-19 (Matkovskyy, R. and Jalan, A. 2022. Football vs Cryptos: Which Scores the Goal During COVID-19? http://
dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4017746 )
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